Apple PowerPod 500.
More than just Portable, PowerPod takes you Mobile.
Welcome to the next generation of PowerBook accessory,
PowerPod 500.
You have your Apple PowerBook and it’s redefined what a
notebook computer can be. But portability is only the beginning.
We’ve engineered something truly different, something that
goes beyond portable. PowerPod takes you Mobile
Your PowerBook 500 series is designed to take computing
on the road, but PowerPod goes further, and takes it personal.
PowerPod attaches to your PowerBook 520, 520c, 540 or 540c
and complements it in ways you never imagined.

network connection to move dozens of photos and documents,
just switch the provided SCSI connector from PowerBook to
Macintosh and access your files instantly.
More power PowerPod can power itself. With room for one
high-powered NiMH PowerBook Intelligent battery, PowerPod
gives your PowerBook 500 series an extra 1.5 hours of portable
time, for a total fully-loaded 5.5 hours. You’ll have a full work day
of productivity.
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More space PowerPod comes with an optional 240, 500
or 750MB internal hard disk that appears like any other on your
PowerBook’s desktop. But it doesn’t stop there. PowerPod can
connect to your Macintosh desktop computer, allowing networkfree transfers of large amounts of data. No need to wait for a

The power to be your best.

Apple PowerPod. Takes you Mobile.
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